Rotational Soft-Tissue Balance Is Highly Correlated with Rotational Kinematics in Total Knee Arthroplasty
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Abstract

Recovery of normal knee kinematics is critical for improving functional outcomes and patient satisfaction after total knee arthroplasty (TKA). The kinematics pattern after TKA varies from case to case, and it remains unclear how to reproduce normal knee kinematics. The present study aimed to evaluate rotational knee kinematics and soft-tissue balance using a navigation system and to assess the influence of intraoperative soft-tissue balance on the rotational knee kinematics. We evaluated 81 osteoarthritic knees treated with TKA using a posterior stabilized (50 knees) or cruciate retaining (31 knees) prosthesis. Rotational kinematics were assessed at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees flexion angles by using a computer-assisted navigation system. Correlation between femorotibial rotational position and measured soft tissue balance was assessed by using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Rotational soft-tissue balance (the median angle of rotational stress) was significantly correlated with rotational kinematics (rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia throughout the range of motion) at all measured angles after TKA. The correlation coefficients between the median angle of rotational stress and rotational kinematics were 0.97, 0.80, 0.74, 0.71, and 0.70 at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees of flexion, respectively (p-values < 0.0001 in all measured angles). The correlation coefficient increased as the knee approached full extension. Our findings suggest that soft-tissue balance is a key factor for rotational kinematics, following both cruciate-retaining and posterior-stabilized TKA.
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Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is one of the most effective treatments for severe osteoarthritis, helping to relieve pain, modify lower limb length, and ensure functional recovery of arthritic knees.¹ Despite the development of modern TKA techniques, 15 to 30% of patients are unsatisfied with their surgical outcomes.² Various preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative factors are associated with patient satisfaction and functional outcomes following TKA.³ Some researchers have highlighted the effects of restoring normal knee kinematics after TKA, which plays a significant role in prosthesis durability and patient satisfaction.⁴⁻⁷

Recent advancements in motion analysis technology have enabled more accurate evaluation of knee kinematics. Several studies have employed three-dimensional (3D) methods to investigate knee kinematics, including 3D bone models, radiographic image sequences, and image-matching techniques.⁸⁻¹⁰ Advancements in these measurement have enabled us to understand aspects of normal knee kinematics such as screw-home movement and medial pivot motion in detail. However, previous studies have reported the disappearance of screw-home movement following TKA when compared with normal knee kinematics, as well as changes in varus–valgus...
knee kinematics. Other groups have reported changes in rotational knee kinematics after TKA. Although there are detailed methods for assessing knee kinematics, the factors leading to the restoration of normal kinematics following TKA remain unclear.

To restore the normal knee kinematics and improve patient satisfaction, new designs and concepts of implants have been developed and their influence on postoperative kinematics have been verified. Nonetheless, few studies have investigated the most appropriate surgical technique or optimal soft-tissue balance for reproducing ideal kinematics. Ewing et al. highlighted the importance of soft-tissue balance for guiding postoperative knee motion using computer simulations. With respect to the soft-tissue balance in normal knees, Wada et al. reported that intermediate points of knee laxity under varus-valgus stress and rotational stress were close to the kinematics of a knee joint in normal cadaveric knees. However, to our knowledge, little study has been done to actually assess the effect of rotational soft-tissue balance to postoperative knee kinematics in TKA. Recent studies utilizing navigation systems, computational models, and anatomical methods have improved our understanding of rotational profiles and other kinematic characteristics during TKA.

To ensure restoration of normal knee kinematics, it is necessary to analyze and control the intraoperative factors that influence postoperative kinematics.

The present study aimed to evaluate rotational kinematics (rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia throughout the range of motion) and rotational soft-tissue balance (the median of the maximum internal and external rotation angles of the femur under passive maximum rotational stress) using a navigation system in TKA. Further, we assessed the relationship between rotational kinematics and rotational soft-tissue balance in TKA. We hypothesized that rotational soft-tissue balance would have a significant influence on rotational knee kinematics after TKA.

Materials and Methods

We analyzed 93 knees in 86 Japanese patients with osteoarthritis who underwent either cruciate-retaining (CR) or posterior-stabilized (PS) TKA (Persona PS, LPS-flex: Zimmer, Warsaw, IN and Persona CR, CR-flex: Zimmer). All procedures were performed by using a medial parapatellar approach and measured resection techniques with a navigation system (Precision Knee Navigation Software version 4.0, Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI). All patients had been diagnosed with medial knee osteoarthritis. To minimize the influence of clinical variables, patients with extension (>20 degrees) restriction (n = 8) and valgus deformities (n = 4) were excluded. The patient population comprised 60 women and 21 men with a mean age of 74.1 ± 7.9 years (range: 45–85 years). The study population was normally distributed. The average preoperative hip-knee-ankle angle (HKA) was 11.2 ± 5.7 degrees in varus knees. The patient characteristics of the included patients are presented in Table 1.

In accordance with procedures outlined in a previous study, an air tourniquet was inflated to 250 mm Hg with patients under general anesthesia, and specific anatomical reference points were located by anchoring infrared signal transducers into the femur and tibia with pins. A straight skin incision was made to expose the subcutaneous tissue. Registration was performed with osteophytes and soft tissues, and the anterior cruciate ligament was preserved. The anteroposterior and rotational axes of the femur and tibia were identified with respect to femoral and tibial anatomical landmarks. The femoral rotational axis was defined by referring to the average rotation axis of the axis perpendicular to the Whiteside line and the transepicondylar axis. The tibial rotational axis was set parallel to the line connecting one-third of the tibial tubercle to the center of the cut surface. After registration, the joint capsule was temporarily closed by using four suture strands. Mild passive knee flexion was manually applied without angular acceleration while moving the leg from full extension to deep flexion. The rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees of flexion, and maximum flexion was automatically measured by
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</tr>
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<td>Postoperative Maximum flexion (degrees)</td>
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<td>Tibial slope after TKA</td>
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Abbreviations: CR TKA, cruciate-retaining total knee arthroplasty; HKA angle, hip-knee-ankle angle; PS TKA, posterior-stabilized total knee arthroplasty; SD, standard deviation; tibial slope after TKA, postoperative tibial slope after TKA.

Wilcoxon signed-rank test:
a p < 0.05.
b p < 0.01.
the navigation system, allowing us to evaluate rotational kinematics throughout the range of motion. Positive values indicate external rotation of the femur relative to the tibia, whereas negative values indicate internal rotation of the femur relative to the tibia.

Following this, the distal femur was then cut by using a measured resection technique. For determining the rotational angle of the femoral component, we utilized the surgical transepicondylar axis as the index of femoral rotation. Before surgery, we calculated the gap of angle between the surgical transepicondylar axis and the posterior condylar axis on axial view of computed tomography to determine the rotational angle. With respect to bone resections, the distal femoral cut was made perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the femur, and the proximal tibial cut was made perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the tibia on the basis of the concept of mechanical alignment. After removing the osteophytes, we placed trial components and a trial insert. We typically began with a 10-mm insert (thinnest insert thickness in this TKA procedure). Then, we evaluated knee stability using a manual varus-valgus test throughout extension to deep flexion in that condition. Finally, we performed the POLO test to confirm the stability in 90 degrees flexion position.\(^{22}\) We increased size of an insert in cases showing excessive medial laxity and in cases showing excessive flexion laxity. Conversely, in cases showed flexion contracture or in cases in which soft-tissue balance was inappropriate, posterior knee capsule, the medial collateral ligament, or other tissues were carefully and selectively released to achieve intraoperative full extension and correct soft-tissue balance throughout range of motion.\(^{23}\) After trial, the components and inserts of the proper thickness were placed in the appropriate position with cement, and the surgical incision was closed. Subsequently, we assessed rotational kinematics using the same procedures performed prior to TKA. In addition, maximum internal and external stress was applied, and the width of the internal-external rotational stress angle of the femur relative to the tibia was evaluated at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees of flexion and maximum flexion for analyses at 0 degrees of extension, we assessed cases in which complete extension could be achieved. We calculated the median of the maximum internal and external rotation angles of the femur to obtain an index of rotational soft-tissue balance. The median of the maximum internal and external rotation angle refers to the median value between the angle of maximum internal rotation and the angle of maximum external rotation. All data were collected by a single surgeon. To confirm the accuracy of measurements, we calculated the test–retest reliability of the rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia. Our calculations indicated that the interclass and intraclass correlation coefficients were sufficiently high, with values >0.9 at each measured angle of knee flexion. We also evaluated the test–retest reliability of the internal and external angles, observing sufficiently high interclass and intraclass correlation coefficients of >0.9 at each measured angle of knee flexion.

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of our university (identification number: 1411020), and written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

### Statistical Analysis

Although an arithmetically sufficient normal distribution was observed, nonparametric tests were used due to the small sample size. Comparisons between the CR and PS groups were performed by using nonparametric Wilcoxon’s signed-rank tests. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (\(\rho\)) were used to assess the correlation between the rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia and the median of the maximum internal and external rotation angles. Analyses were conducted by using JMP version 14.0 (SAS Institute, Tokyo, Japan).

### Results

Preoperative and postoperative rotational kinematics (rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia throughout the range of motion) are presented in –Fig. 1A, B, respectively. No significant differences in rotational kinematics were observed between the CR and PS groups before and after surgery. The CR and PS groups showed different rotational movement in 0 to 30 degrees flexion, postoperatively. Before TKA, both groups showed femoral external rotation in 0 to 30 degrees flexion. By contrast, only the CR group showed femoral internal rotation in 0 to 30 degrees flexion, postoperatively.

–Fig. 1C depicts the postoperative median angle of the maximum internal and external rotation stress angles of the femur relative to the tibia (i.e., rotational soft-tissue balance). There was no statistically significant difference between the CR and PS groups. The graphs of rotational kinematics (–Fig. 1B) and rotational soft-tissue balance (–Fig. 1C) were similar in shape. Throughout the range of motion, the rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia and the median angle of the maximum internal and external rotation angles of the femur relative to the tibia were almost approximate in value.

Rotational kinematics and rotational soft tissue-balance were highly correlated at all angles measured (–Fig. 2A–E). The correlation coefficients between rotational kinematics and soft tissue-balance of the CR and PS groups are listed in –Table 2. The results represent a higher correlation in the knee extension position (\(\rho = 0.94–0.97\)), whereas the correlation coefficient was getting decreased with higher degrees of flexion (\(\rho = 0.68–0.74\)).

### Discussion

In the present study, we focused on the influence of soft-tissue balance on kinematics in TKA surgery. We defined rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia throughout the range of motion as an index of rotational kinematics. Similarly, the median angle of the maximum internal and external rotation angles of the femur relative to the tibia was defined as an index of rotational soft-tissue balance. Our analyses revealed a strong correlation between rotational kinematics and rotational soft-tissue balance after TKA. Hence, our results support the hypothesis that soft-tissue balance is critical for rotational kinematics following both CR and PS TKA.
Various factors influence knee kinematics following surgery, including the shape of the insert, postcam design, and placement of the component. In addition, the implant design exerts a great effect on knee kinematics, and new designs and concepts have been developed to ensure more complete restoration of normal knee kinematics. However, to our knowledge, no previous studies have identified the most appropriate surgical technique or soft-tissue balance for restoring normal knee kinematics in TKA. The properties of ligaments and soft tissue, along with the force-generating properties of muscle, considerably influence kinematics. However, these factors are known to vary from patient to patient, highlighting the need to
tailor surgical procedures to each patient. While the placement and design of the implant, angle of bone cutting, and soft-tissue balance are important, these elements cannot be used in isolation to direct evaluations and predictions of kinematics given their interrelationships. The use of a navigation system to recognize and control multiple intraoperative factors may therefore allow surgeons to reproduce ideal kinematics.

Among these multiple factors, soft-tissue balance should be carefully controlled intraoperatively. Previous studies have highlighted the importance of medial stability for ensuring proper soft-tissue balance during surgery and optimal clinical outcomes. Although it is well known that medial stability during extension can affect both patient satisfaction and the longevity of TKA, recent studies have suggested that proper rotational soft-tissue balance throughout flexion is also critical. Ishida et al. proposed that femorotibial rotation at 90 degrees of flexion is associated with the maximum postoperative flexion angle, suggesting that flexibility of rotational soft tissues leads to improvements in maximum flexion angle and clinical results. In addition, Inui et al. assessed medial pivot motion in their study of guided-motion TKA, demonstrating that a tight flexion gap in TKA prevents femoral external rotation relative to the tibia throughout flexion. Our results are consistent with these findings, in that rotational movement such as medial pivot motion required adequate rotational flexibility and medial rotational stability during flexion. The rotational axis of the femur relative to the tibia during medial pivot motion represents femoral external rotation during flexion. Our results suggest that, to achieve femoral external rotation during flexion, the median of the internal and external rotation stress angle of the femur relative to tibia (rotational soft-tissue balance) should represent external rotation according to knee flexion. Thus, intraoperative management of soft-tissue balance should focus on maintaining medial rotational stability and adequate lateral rotational laxity to induce the ideal femoral external rotation. Unnecessary medial soft-tissue release leads to medial rotational instability, which can in turn lead to paradoxical motion rather than normal knee kinematics. In summary, based on the results of the present study, we may be able to tolerate some lateral rotational laxity and should ensure medial rotational stability throughout range of motion to induce the femoral external rotation during flexion.

For ideal postoperative rotational kinematics, previous reports have already discussed the optimal rotational soft-tissue balance in TKA. Kamena et al. reported that medial gap at 60, 90 degrees negatively correlated with postoperative internal rotation of tibia in PS TKA, demonstrating the importance of medial stability for inducing femoral external rotation (tibial internal rotation). Matsuzaki et al. studied the relationship between varus ligament balance and tibial internal rotation, and found that lateral laxity led to femoral external rotation in CR TKA. While these reports supported the results of the present study, the surgical theory to intentionally adjust rotational laxity remains unclear. The deep MCL and the popliteus tendon play important roles in rotational stability. Furthermore, in addition, the results of the present study represent the correlation coefficient decreasing with knee flexion. One reason for this is that it is possible that the stabilizing function of the ligament, which prescribes the rotational stability may have been affected by the amount of bone resection or by changes of alignment after TKA, especially in flexion. The investigation of such uncertainty of the rotational kinematics after TKA might lead to the intraoperative optimal control of rotational kinematics in TKA surgery.

Among the strengths of our study is the use of navigation system, which enabled precise evaluation of the rotational position throughout flexion movements. In addition, by using the same coordinate system pre- and postoperatively, we were able to measure the precise angle of knee flexion throughout the range of motion. Furthermore, the strength of present study is the intraoperative evaluation for patients underwent TKA. Although previous report has proved the relationship between kinematics and knee laxity, the present study showed the novelty in that we provide sufficient evidence to say that rotational soft-tissue balance significantly correlates with postoperative knee kinematics. Notably, similar results were observed in the CR and PS groups, and rotational soft-tissue balance was observed to exert a critical effect on the rotational knee kinematics in TKA. A knee joint is an exquisite structure

### Table 2 Correlation coefficients between the rotational angle during the rotational kinematics assessment and the median angle of rotational stress at each flexion angle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of motion (degrees)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
<th>CR</th>
<th></th>
<th>PS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$-Value</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$-Value</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$p$-Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CR, cruciate-retaining; PS, posterior-stabilized.
that represents a complex kinematics, retaining balance of the musculoskeletal system. Dye et al. proposed the theory of "envelope of function" which showed the range of load that can be applied in a given period without overload. The theory is the concept of homeostasis in human joints. In the present study, we demonstrated that the median of rotational laxity may be a comfortable position of the femur relative to the tibia throughout range of motion in TKA. Our results may also derive from the homeostasis of a knee joint. That is to say, the present study found that the homeostasis of a knee joint found in the normal knee was observed even after TKA.

The present study also had some limitations. First, we assessed rotational kinematics and soft-tissue balance under unloaded conditions, under general anesthesia, and with an air tourniquet. Therefore, we were unable to evaluate the influence of load and muscle strength on kinematics during surgery, and it is unclear whether the conditions we used produced the same knee kinematics as those employed during daily movements. However, Wada et al. demonstrated that postoperative load-based kinematics could be predicted based on intraoperative assessments, despite the lack of loading. This report supports the results of our study showing that soft-tissue balance can be a key factor in the restoration of normal knee kinematics. Second, our study only included patients treated for varus-type arthritis, and we did not assess effects on clinical outcomes. Finally, the results were obtained by a single investigator, and the stress force was not standardized. These limitations may restrict the generalizability of the results. Thus, further research is required to determine the optimal soft-tissue balance for restoring normal knee kinematics.

Conclusion

Our results revealed a strong correlation between rotational soft-tissue balance and rotational kinematics for both CR and PS TKA procedures. These findings indicate that the normal rotational kinematics of the knee can be restored by controlling soft-tissue balance during surgery. Furthermore, we should ensure medial rotational stability throughout the range of motion for inducing ideal rotational movement.
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